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ABSTRACT

Simple up/downvotes, arguably the most widely used reaction de-

sign across social media platforms, allow users to efficiently ex-

press their opinions and quickly evaluate others’ opinions from ag-

gregated votes. However, such design forces users to project their

diverse opinions onto dichotomized reactions and provides limited

information to readers on why a comment was up/downvoted. We

explore user-generated labels (UGLs) as an alternative reaction de-

sign to capture the rich context of user reactions to comments. We

conducted a between-subjects study with 218 participants to un-

derstand how people use and are influenced by UGLs compared

to up/downvotes. Specifically, we examine how UGLs affect users’

ability to express and perceive diverse opinions. Participants gen-

erated 234 unique labels on diverse aspects of a comment. Leaving

more reactions than participants in the up/downvotes condition,

participants reported that the ability to express their opinions im-

proved with UGLs. UGLs also enabled participants to better under-

stand the multifacetedness of public evaluation of a comment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Online comment sections open up public discourse and facilitate

interactions among users, including original commenters, reactors,

and viewers. As comment sections play a vital role of encourag-

ing engagement from users, one can easily find them across the

web in many social media sites. Within these comment sections,

users’ comments often invite subsequent comments or reactions

like up/downvotes. Whereas reply comments allow information-

ally rich input, reactions provide easier ways to express one’s opin-

ion. Once accumulated, such reactions influence the way users per-

ceive and interact with the comments [36, 44], their perception of

the public opinion [20, 27, 28, 31, 48], and their views of the rele-

vant topic [24, 31, 41, 45].

Whereas up/down votes are the most widely used form of reac-

tion, it is questionable whether they provide sufficient context to

readers on why or how people are responding to comments. In our

formative study, which aimed to understand how people use and

interpret up/downvotes, we found that people’s considerations for

diverse aspects of a comment were projected onto up/downvotes.

Our interviewees noted that they were unable to precisely express

what they felt, especially when they have mixed or moderate opin-

ions, and this discouraged them from leaving reactions to com-

ments. However, when they were asked to share their interpre-

tation of aggregated votes, most interviewees simplistically inter-

preted up/downvotes as users’ (dis)agreement to a comment.

In this work, we explore the potential of having users coopera-

tively generate labels that capture different aspects of a comment

that people focus on when they react to a comment. We suggest

user-generated labels (UGLs) (Figure 1) as an alternative reaction

design that captures rich context of user reactions. For each com-

ment, users can create their own UGLs or add votes to UGLs gener-

ated by other users to efficiently indicate what aspect of the com-

ment deserves an up/downvote.

We conducted a between-subjects study with 218 participants

to explore the effect of UGLs in capturing diverse and precise re-

actions and users’ understanding of multifacetedness of reactions

to a comment. We compared the baseline condition, in which par-

ticipants can leave up/downvotes and reply to a comment, and the

UGL condition, in which participants can generate UGLs, vote on

UGLs, and reply to a comment. In the UGL condition, participants

generated 234 unique labels regarding the degree of agreement, the

strength of the argument, the style of the comment, judgments on

https://doi.org/10.1145/3485447.3512243
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the commenter, and feelings or beliefs related to the topic. With

UGLs, participants felt that their reactions were more precise and

unique, and left more reactions. Moreover, participants better un-

derstood the multifacetedness of others’ reason for reacting to a

comment with UGLs compared to the baseline condition.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

• User-generated labels (UGLs), a reaction design that cap-

tures diverse and precise reactions to a comment.

• Observations from a formative study and a user study that

provide insights into dimensions users consider when they

react to comments.

• Findings from a user study that show (1) UGLs enhance

users’ ability to express and interpret others’ reactions, and

(2) users leave more reactions and better understand the

multifacetedness of opinion towards a comment.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we review previous work that explored the effect of

diverse reaction designs. Then we discuss previous work on lever-

aging the intrinsic motivation of users in social systems. Lastly, we

discuss the affective polarization and its relation to the perceived

diversity in public opinion.

2.1 Choice of Reaction Buttons

While up/downvotes are most commonly used, there are different

types of reactions available across various platforms. These include

like/dislike, emojis, recommend, and the heart button. However, bi-

nary buttons like up/downvotes may vary in their meanings across

contexts, sites, and users [43]. Inconsistency across users’ inten-

tion for choosing from pre-set reactions causes lack of clarity. Emo-

jis are often used ironically; individuals may also use them to signal

different levels of agreement [31]. As such, current reaction modal-

ities do not effectively present these multidimensional messages,

limiting users’ abilities to infer information behind the reactions.

Prior work suggested different preset categories. Sumner et al.

[2018] suggested Interesting, Amused, and Love buttons as pos-

sible additions to a like button for users to be more specific about

their positive connectionwith a comment’s content [40]. Neverthe-

less, these categories still cannot cover evaluation of a comment

with mixed sentiments. Based on the Stereotype Content Model,

Stroud et al. [2017] proposed the use of “Respect” over “Like” and

“Recommend” as an alternative reaction button to reduce users’

hostility towards comments with opposite political attitudes [38].

However, “Respect” only covers a relational connection with the

comment; it forgoes the evaluative functionality of an upvote.

Evidently, reactors’ ability to express is hindered in current so-

cial media comment sections as available reactions fail to coher-

ently communicate to other users as to why reactors upvoted a

comment. Without placing too much cognitive load on their users,

UGLs aim to relay crowds’ underlying sentiment and evaluation of

a comment in more detail across users.

2.2 Designing Incentives for User Participation

User comments and reactions are valuable information that people

read and interpret to understand public opinion and develop their

thoughts. However, only a small portion of users leave comments

or reactions and most users prefer to lurk, observing other peo-

ple’s thoughts but not sharing their own [32, 39]. Although lurking

is a natural and valuable activity that makes the shared opinions

heard [29], user participation in adding their own comments and

reactions is essential to maximize this public good [6].

Previous studies have explored diverse social-psychological in-

centives to promote users’ participation. Researchers found a posi-

tive relationship between individual engagement online and social

factors such as expectation of social approval [6, 13], social trans-

parency [14], and reciprocity [5]. Other studies have shown that in-

trinsic factors such as enjoyment [21, 26], self-expressiveness [34],

and perceived impact [2] and uniqueness [4, 9, 22] of individual

contribution increase user participation.

In this paper, we explore an alternative reaction design that

can capture users’ detailed opinions on a comment. As describing

one’s thoughts in detail requires more cognitive effort from users,

it should be designed in a way that triggers users’ intrinsic moti-

vation to engage. Reacting through UGLs enables users to create

labels in their own words and positively affects the level of per-

ceived uniqueness of reaction and self-expressiveness.

2.3 Affective Polarization and Understanding
the Diversity in Public Opinion

Prior work has shown that people overestimate the difference be-

tween “the other party” and themselves [19] and underestimate the

level of agreement with those who take the opposite stance on an

issue [10, 11, 35]. By overestimating disagreement with members

from the opposing group, people often become less tolerant toward

the outgroup, which lowers their willingness to socialize and have

a constructive discussion with the opposite party [10, 35].

The idea of increasing exposure to different points of view is a

common intervention suggested by previous studies to decrease

polarization. While exposure to diversity is not sufficient by it-

self to eliminate polarization, many researchers have seen its ef-

fect on increasing understanding and decreasing dislike between

inter-group members [1, 30]. Our work revisits the effect of expo-

sure to diversity. Whereas most work [1, 3, 17, 18] focuses on the

diversity of opinions towards a topic, we focus specifically on the

diversity of reactions towards a comment and its effect on reduc-

ing affective polarization among users. User-generated descriptive

labels have two aims: improve users’ understanding of which as-

pect a comment is valuable and organically set up a space for inter-

group members to share their diverse judgment about a comment.

We explore whether UGLs affect users’ hostility and naive realism,

the tendency to consider others’ views as homogeneous and incor-

rect [33]. Specifically, we investigate how UGLs affect users’ un-

derstanding of multifaceted public evaluation of a comment and

tolerance to the opinions that do not align with theirs.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY

To understand how users leave and interpret reactions to com-

ments through dichotomous reaction buttons, we conducted a se-

ries of observations and semi-structured interviews. We recruited

10 participants (6 undergrads, 4 grad students) from an online com-

munity of a technical university in South Korea.
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3.1 Task and Procedure

We implemented a toy comment system where participants can

read a news story and user comments, reply and react to user com-

ments, or leave their own comments. We chose three news sto-

ries on controversial issues in Korea at the time of study (legal-

izing abortion, distributing subsidies for COVID-19, and location-

tracking to combat COVID-19) from Naver1. For each story, we

chose ten comments (5 supporting and 5 opposing) from a pool of

comments with the most number of votes (up/downvotes).

In each session, participants were asked to think aloud as they

read each news story and relevant user comments. During this pro-

cess, they were able to add comments, reply to comments, or leave

up and downvotes. To observe participants’ original reaction to a

comment without social influence, we hid previously accumulated

up/down votes on each comment. After the think-aloud session,

we conducted a semi-structured interview and asked participants

to describe their positions on the issue and give reasons for their

reactions or inactions to each of the comments. At the end of each

interview, we revealed the aggregated reactions to the same set of

comments to our participants who were then asked to share their

interpretation of the reaction statistics along with their perception

of the general public opinion.

3.2 Observations

We observed that current reaction buttons do not fully capture

nor represent users’ evaluative judgments about the comment. We

present the main findings in more detail below.

3.2.1 A simple up/downvote does not capture nuances and diverse

dimensions of people’s actual reactions to comments. Interviewees

had different rationales for using the same reaction button. For ex-

ample, P3 said he downvotes to signal disagreement with the claim

made in a comment. P2 said he downvotes when a rationale pro-

vided in a comment is not valid. P1 gave an upvote for effort, while

P5 upvoted a comment for humor. All of these diverse evaluation

aspects were projected onto either an upvote or downvote.

Also, there were individual differences in people’s thresholds

in voting a comment. When interviewees partially agreed or dis-

agreed with a comment, some people projected that opinion into

an up/downvote while others did not. Some interviewees did not

leave reactions when they have a mixed evaluation of a comment

(e.g., disagree but logical). It is possible to express these mixed eval-

uations through a reply comment, but participants said that they

reply to comments onlywhen they feel the strong urge to say some-

thing. Compared to reactions, we can assume that replying to com-

ments requires much more effort from the user and is only utilized

when users have a high willingness to express themselves.

3.2.2 Willingness to react decreased when participants cannot pre-

cisely express their opinions or make a meaningful contribution. We

noticed a number of factors that decreased people’s willingness

to react to a comment. For some interviewees, moderate or mixed

evaluation of a comment did not pass their thresholds to vote a

comment. An interviewee explicitly said he would not react if it is

difficult to accurately articulate his opinion.

1Naver is the largest news platform in South Korea with an active comment section.
https://news.naver.com

We also observed that people’s willingness to react decreased

when their perceived magnitude of contribution through participa-

tion is low. This was especially true when up/downvotes accumu-

lated to sufficient amounts. Some interviewees said that the mar-

ginal impact their inputs could have on others mattered in their

decision to react to a comment. This was especially true for com-

ments with many votes, more so when votes were skewed to one

side. They felt that even if they downvoted a comment to express

their disagreement, it would not change themajority’s positive per-

ception of a comment that already has many upvotes.

3.2.3 Users assume that up/downvotes represent reactors’ stance

about the topic in relation to the comment. Interviewees placed im-

portanceon different aspects of a comment, yet such variance across

people’s value judgments was indistinguishable when aggregated

into up/downvotes. When interviewees were asked to share their

thoughts on why some comments got up/downvotes, 7 out of 10

participants said that people who agreed or disagreed with the

comment left up/downvotes. Moreover, despite the complexity of

people’s reasons for reacting to comments, none of our intervie-

wees considered the possibility of mixed evaluation to a comment.

These observations imply that up/downvotes fail to deliver reac-

tors’ nuanced opinions to readers. We also saw some users express-

ing greater contempt towards the outgroup as a result.When an in-

terviewee saw many likes attached to contentious comments con-

tradicting his opinion, he immediately called out, “Anyone who

liked this comment is probably a misogynist.”

4 USER-GENERATED LABELS

We introduce the concept of user-generated labels (UGLs) that en-

able users to create text-based reactions. Users can make UGLs to

describe their thoughts on a comment in short text and vote on

UGLs created by others. We suggest UGLs as an alternative reac-

tion design that captures diverse and precise reactions to a com-

ment in a light-weighted interaction. In this section, we explain

how users can interact with UGLs and then discuss how UGLs

solve problems identified in our formative study.

4.1 Reaction through UGLs

To each comment, a user can add descriptive UGLs or click on ex-

isting ones. As in Figure 1, UGLs are generated and displayed right

below the comment.

Creating UGLs Users can add their own UGL(s) by clicking an

add button (button with + mark in Figure 1) and writing a short

text. Users self-classify each of their UGL as either a positive or

negative reaction. To guide users to make short and descriptive

labels, we impose character limits (20 characters) and do not al-

low spaces (CamelCase) for each UGL. Generated UGLs are shared

with other users and also serve as a voting button. To prevent users

from making duplicated labels, users’ input is matched with exist-

ing UGLs through autocomplete when applicable.

Reading and voting on UGLs Below each comment, readers

can read positive evaluations of a comment from the blue-colored

pane on the left and negative evaluations from the red-colored

pane on the right. We included this dichotomy to organize gener-

ated UGLs such that it is easier for users to read and vote on UGLs

with specific sentiment (positive or negative). Indicated sentiment
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Figure 1: User-generated labels (UGLs) allows users to express their reactions to a comment by either creating their own text-

based UGL or by voting on UGLs generated by other users.

also helps other users to better understand UGLs that are not self-

explanatory (e.g., SlipperySlope). Users can click on one or more

UGLs to add their votes. For example, it is possible for the user to

vote for two positive UGLs and one negative UGL on a comment as

in Figure 1. Positive and negative evaluations of a comment from

reactors are organized and ordered by the number of votes.

Managing toxic or irrelevantUGLs In the pilot studywe con-

ducted during the iterative design process, we found that some

users generate irrelevant or offensive UGLs. Since UGLs serve as

voting options for users and are highly visible right below the com-

ments, such inappropriate UGLs can harm other users’ experience.

To limit the abuse of UGLs and control for incivility, users can right-

click and flag a UGL if they find it inappropriate. When a user flags

UGLs, the system asks the user to choose the reason for flagging

among irrelevant, insulting, or other (explain) options. UGLs that

receive more than three flags are hidden from the system, whereas

the threshold can be adaptively determined for specific discussion

platforms considering the number of users and the level of civility.

4.2 Rationale for the Design of UGLs

UGLs capture and present diverse and dynamic reactions to

a comment. In our formative study, we found that people consider

different dimensions of a comment and have their own ideas of

what decreases or increases the value of a comment. UGLs enable

dynamism and diversity that reflects such variety of people’s view-

points about a comment as well as their nuanced differences. Us-

ing text-based UGLs, users can precisely express and present their

thoughts on a comment to other users with brevity. When a user

has mixed evaluation on a comment, they can add multiple UGLs

on each pane. Users can also specify their degree of (dis)agreement

with the comment like ’StronglyAgree’ or ’Acceptable’.

UGLs increase the perceived contribution of each reaction

to a comment. The perceived level of contribution plays a key

role when users decide to engage with comments and leave their

opinions or evaluations. Enabling reactors to generate their own la-

bels to comments augments their abilities to efficiently contribute,

share, and exchange evaluative judgments about others’ comments

in an online discussion space. Users’ intrinsic interests in receiving

any degree of social approval can potentially be fulfilled by allow-

ing their UGLs to be upvoted by other users. The more expressive

nature of UGLs can increase users’ ability to “do something about”

the perceived media effect [8, 25]; as users observe more people ex-

pressing their evaluative opinions about a comment and exerting

greater influence on others through UGLs, users’ level of engage-

ment can also increase.

UGLs save the effort required to express one’s reaction to

a comment. While the trade-off between the ability to capture

diverse and precise reactions and the ease of engaging is inevitable,

UGLs mitigate this trade off by allowing lightweight interactions

to express one’s opinion. While creating new UGLs requires a little

more effort, voting on UGLs provides an easy way to express one’s

precise reaction to comments.

5 EVALUATION

To understand how users collectively utilize UGLs and how having

UGLs affects users’ experience, we conducted a between-subjects

studywith 218 participants. To better understand the effect of UGLs,

we compared UGLs with up/downvotes. We investigate the effec-

tiveness of UGLs with the following research questions:

RQ1: How well do UGLs capture opinions towards comments?

RQ2: How does having UGLs affect user’s experience in evaluating

comments?

Then we expand our investigation by exploring the secondary

effect of UGLs on users’ perception of the public opinion and out-

groups:

RQ3: Do UGLs allow users to better understand the multifaceted-

ness of public evaluation of a comment?

RQ4: How do UGLs affect users’ tolerance to the opinions that do

not align with theirs?

5.1 Study Design

We conducted a between-subjects study with two conditions: Bi-

nary and UGL. In both conditions, participants were given a topic

statement and six initial comments (3 supporting, 3 opposing the

topic statement). Participants in the Binary condition were able

to react to the comments through up/downvotes. In the UGL con-

dition, participants were able to react to the comments through

UGLs. In both conditions, participants were able to add a comment

or leave a reply to existing comments. Participants could also see

others’ reactions and reply comments.

We ran a study with four discussion topics: 1) Banning capi-

tal punishment 2) Banning affirmative action in hiring practice 3)
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Banning animal testing 4) Regulating tech companies’ use of con-

sumer data. These topics were chosen based on the pre-study sur-

vey that we ran onAmazonMechanical Turk (AMT).We presented

13 different discussion topics and asked participants to share their

stance, relevance, and importance (in a 7-point Likert scale) and

their opinions (in a short paragraph) on each topic. We collected

responses from 30 respondents and chose four topics with evenly

distributed opinions. For each topic, we selected 6 open-ended re-

sponses (3 supporting, 3 opposing) and used them as initial com-

ments so that users who joined the system in the early stage can

still have some comments to read and react to.

5.1.1 Participants. We recruited 218 participants from AMT and

randomly assigned them into one of eight groups (4 topics, 2 ex-

perimental conditions). The number of participants in each group

varied from 24 to 31. We had 109 participants on the Binary and

UGL condition each. Participants were paid $4 for their participa-

tion in a one-time, 30-minutes long session. The average age of

participants was 40.7 (SD: 11.2). We had 139 participants with uni-

versity education, and 21 of them had post-graduate education.

5.1.2 Tasks and Procedure. Before the main activity, participants

were asked to answer the pre-survey that asked how often they

participate in an online discussion (reading, writing, or reacting to

a comment). In addition to their stance, relevance, importance, and

willingness to express on the given topic issue, we also asked ques-

tions on participants’ level of tolerance for people with opposite

stance in 7-point Likert scale questions.

At the start of the main activity, we explained to participants

that they can comment, reply, or react to a comment as in a com-

mon discussion platform. Participants then entered a systemwhere

they were presented with six initial comments. They were also

able to see earlier participants’ comments, replies, and reactions.

To replicate real-life comment sections and examine how users’

behavior changes as reactions accumulate over time, participants’

reactions were saved and were shown to subsequent participants.

While participants were told that they could read and participate

in the online discussion (comment, reply, or react) as long as they

wanted, they had to wait at least two minutes until they could

move on to the post-survey link. We designed the time constraint

to get participants engaged in the discussion, not necessarily forc-

ing them leave comments, replies, or reactions.

In the post-survey, we asked questions on participants’ experi-

ence in reacting to a comment or seeing other participants’ reac-

tions. Then participants were asked to explain what other people’s

reasons for up/downvoting a comment would be. We also asked

questions on usability, perceived multifacetedness of users’ opin-

ion on a comment, and tolerance to people with opposite stance.

5.2 Measures

We usedmultiplemeasures that operationalize variables of interest

with regards to each RQ. Below we summarize measures that we

used to answer each RQ.

To answer RQ1 we analyzed (1) the diversity in UGLs, (2) the

number of reactions, and (3) the number of comments that each

participant reacted to. To measure the diversity in UGLs, we first

generated the list of unique UGLs bymanuallymerging labels with

the samemeaning (e.g., ’Misinformation’ and ’WrongInformation’)

into one. Then we categorized unique UGLs based on the aspects

each UGL focuses on. To establish the set of categories, one re-

searcher conducted an open coding on half of UGLs and another

researcher reviewed the categories. Table 1 shows the established

set of categories. Then the two researchers independently coded

every UGLs, and they compared and discussed to resolve conflicts.

The inter-rater reliability was 0.71 (Cohen’s ^ , with SE: 0.04). To

see how UGLs affect the number of reactions, we compared the

number of reactions left on the six initial comments, which were

presented to all participants in both conditions. Lastly, we counted

the number of comments that each participant reacted to among

the six initial comments.

RegardingRQ2, we distributed 7-point Likert scale questions on

their experience in leaving reaction and seeing others’ reactions.

For both conditions, we asked about the perceived precision of re-

action and perceived uniqueness of contribution that they make

through reaction. In the UGL condition, we distinguished the ex-

perience of generating a UGL from voting on others’ UGLs. We also

asked the perceived level of understanding of others’ reactions and

whether their evaluation of comments was affected by reactions

from others. We then asked how mentally and physically demand-

ing it was to react with UGLs and up/downvotes.

To see if UGLs help users better understand the multifaceted-

ness of public evaluation (RQ3), we analyzed the open-ended re-

sponse in which participants explained other people’s reasons for

up/downvoting. In our analysis, we measured the number of rea-

sons that participants can think of as reasons behind up/downvotes

and the proportion of participants who mentioned reasons other

than a simple agreement. Two external raters counted the number

of reasons together for the first 5% of the data, and then each exter-

nal rater analyzed each half of the data separately. The same two

external raters coded each response individually (first 5% of the

data was coded together to build a consensus among raters), and

the inter-rater reliability was 0.76 (Cohen’s ^ , with SE: 0.03). We

also measured how they were able to see users’ diverse reasons for

up/downvoting a comment on a 7-point Likert scale.

Regarding RQ4, we asked 7-point Likert scale questions on par-

ticipants’ tolerance towards opinions that do not align with theirs

in the pre- and post-survey. Specifically, we asked their willing-

ness to listen to, learn from, accept the opinion of commenters

with opposing stances, and join a face-to-face conversation with

them [12, 16]. We also asked participants’ tolerance for reactors

who have sentiment towards comments that conflict with their

own. We asked how much they are willing to listen others’ reason

for up/down voting a comment and how likely they would find

these reasons justifiable. We also measured the number of positive

reactions each participant left to comments with opposite stance.

5.3 Result

Overall, participants showed a moderate level of topic relevance

(M: 4.55/7.00, SD: 1.94), importance (M: 4.69, SD: 1.79), and willing-

ness to express their opinions in an online space (M: 4.05, SD: 2.06).

Participants had the highest topic relevance for the consumer data

topic (M: 5.50, SD:1.50) and lowest for the capital punishment topic
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Table 1: The categories of UGLs with descriptions, examples, the numbers of UGLs generated, and the number of votes.

Category Description Examples
# UGLs

generated

# Votes

(% of total)

General General labels with positive or negative sentiment Superb, Excellent, Nah 10 52 (3.4%)

Agreement Level of agreement or acceptance on a comment Agree, 50%Agreed, IAcceptThis, KindaDisagee 111 517 (34.2%)

Argument Strength of weakness of argument made in a comment Logical, Pragmatic, Misinformation, RashAssuption 172 693 (45.8%)

Style Writing styles or tone of a comment TooEmotional, Vague, Forthright, HardtoRead 29 68 (4.5%)

Commenter Judgement or impression on a commenter WillingToListenm, Honest, Dogmatic, Compassionate 28 70 (4.6%)

Feeling What reactors emotionally feel from a comment Hopeful, Confused, Obnoxious 7 8 (0.5%)

Belief Topic-specific belief or opinion MutualBenefit, Equality,TooMuchTaxMoney 37 105 (6.9%)

(M: 3.60, SD: 2.20). However, there was no difference between Bi-

nary and UGL conditions for all four topics.

There were 109 participants for each condition. Participants gen-

erated a total of 54, 56 comments and 224, 265 replies in Binary and

UGL conditions, respectively. Participants in the Binary condition

made 1,027 up/down votes while UGL participants generated 394

labels and made 1,630 votes (including those votes on one’s own

UGLs). Numbers for each condition are reported in Appendix A.

There were 13 flags in total on the 11 UGLs. Eight flags were on

the irrelevance of UGLS (e.g., TooMuchTaxMoney), and four were

marked as insulting (e.g., Dumb). There were no UGLs hidden for

getting three or more flags.

5.3.1 RQ1: Howwell do UGLs capture opinions towards comments?

Diversity in generated UGLs UGL participants generated 394

UGLs and there were 234 unique UGLs (109 positive, 125 negative).

Among 394UGLs, ‘Agree’ was themost frequently generated UGLs

(34 times, 170 votes), followed by ‘Disagree’ (29 times, 96 votes) and

‘Logical’ (24 times, 92 votes).

Participants generated UGLs on their degree of agreement with

the comment, strength of the argument, style of the comment, judg-

ments on the commenter, and feelings or beliefs related to the topic.

Table 1 shows the established categories of UGLs with description,

examples, and the number of each case, and its vote counts.

Number of reactions For the six initial comments, on average,

UGL participants generated 1.44 (SD: 1.90) UGLs per person and

clicked on 5.51 (SD: 3.05) UGLs made by others. On the other hand,

participants in the Binary condition made 4.38 (SD:1.57) votes. The

difference between the number of up/down votes and the num-

ber of votes on UGLs was significant (Mann-Whitney (MW) test,

/=3.05 with p<0.005). Figure 2 illustrates the average number of

up/downvotes (Binary) in comparison with UGLs (UGL) on six ini-

tial comments for each topic. There was no interaction effect be-

tween condition and topic.

However, the number of reactions in UGL condition highly de-

pends on the number of UGLs generated at the moment of re-

action. Figure 3 shows how the cumulative average number of

up/downvotes (Binary), UGLs generated, and votes on UGLs (UGL)

(on six initial comments) change with the accumulated number of

participants for almost all topics. In the early stage when there

are only a small number of UGLs that participants can vote on, the

number of reactions in the Binary condition is higher than the UGL

condition. Once a certain number of UGLs accumulated, UGL par-

ticipants begins to leave more reactions than Binary participants.

The exception was the consumer data topic in which the first UGL

Figure 2: The average number of up/downvotes (Binary) and

generated/voted UGLs (UGL) on the six initial comments.

Figure 3: The cumulative average number of up/down votes

(Binary), created UGLs (UGL), and votes on UGLs (UGL) by

the accumulated number of participants for each topic.

participants created 10 UGLs, leaving subsequent participants with

more options of UGLs to vote on even in the early stage.

Numberof comments that eachparticipant reacted toUGL

participants reacted tomore comments (among six initial comments)

than Binary participants. UGLparticipants reacted to 5.12 (SD: 1.40)

comments while Binary participants reacted to 4.39 (SD: 1.57) com-

ments on average. The difference was statistically significant (MW

test, /=3.81 with p<0.0005).

Mixed evaluation captured in UGLs Out of 109 participants

in the UGL condition, 14 participants left both positive and nega-

tive reactions to a comment. For example, in response to the com-

ment “Affirmative action is necessary for a country as racist as ours

is,” one user labeled “Agree” and “NotThorough”, which are two la-

bels of the opposite sentiment. These 14 participants left mixed

evaluation to 21 comments total.
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Figure 4: Perceivedaccuracy anduniquenessof own reaction

and interpretability and influence of others’ reactions, for

each reaction type.

5.3.2 RQ2: How does having UGLs affect users’ experience in eval-

uating comments? In terms of the perceived accuracy and unique-

ness, participants found UGLs more satisfactory. When asked how

accurately they could express their thoughts (i.e., perceived accu-

racy), UGL participants scored 5.24 (SD:1.35) for generating and

5.02 (SD:1.48) for voting on UGLs, while Binary participants scored

4.56 (SD:1.60). The pairwise difference between the three types

of reaction was all statistically significant (MW test, /=3.27 with

p<0.001 for generating UGL vs. Binary, /=2.01 with p<0.05 for vot-

ing on UGLs vs. Binary. Wilcoxon signed-rank (WS) test for gen-

erating UGLs vs. voting on UGLs with, =622 with p<0.05).

Participants felt that theymademore unique contributionswhen

generating UGLs (M:5.24, SD:1.40) than voting on UGLs (M:4.13,

SD:1.72) or casting up/downvotes (M:4.00, SD:1.77). The difference

between generating UGLs and voting on UGLs or up/downvoting

was statistically significant (MW test with /=5.36 with p<0.0001

for generating UGLvs. Binary,WS test with, =278.5with p<0.0001

for generating UGLs vs. voting on UGLs). One UGL participant

noted, “I like that text based reactions allow me to completely show

my opinion rather than just going along or against others.”. There

was no difference between voting on UGLs and up/downvoting.

When asked howwell they could interpret other users’ opinions

about a comment, UGL participants scored higher (M:4.7, SD:1.5)

than Binary participants (M:3.8, SD:1.70) (MW test, Z=3.75 with

p<0.0005). Moreover, when asked whether others’ reactions influ-

enced their evaluations of a comment, UGL participants reported

a higher score (M:4.56, SD:1.61) than Binary participants (M:3.72,

SD:1.70) (MW test, Z=3.58 with p<0.0005). “I like seeing other’s per-

spective and thinking about them to see if I amwrong inmy thinking.”

said one participant in UGL condition.

Participants reported higher mental and physical demand for

generating UGLs than voting on UGLs or up/downvoting. When

asked about mental and physical load needed for each type of reac-

tion, UGL participants rated 3.42 (SD:1.73) and 2.46 (SD: 1.74) for

generating UGLs, and 2.10 (SD:1.58) and 1.91 (SD:1.66) for voting

on UGLs. Binary participants rated 2.09 (SD:1.64) and 1.74 (SD:1.49)

for mental and physical demand, respectively. For both questions,

the difference between generating UGLs and voting on UGLs (WS

test, W=97 and W=187 with p<0.0001, for mental and physical) or

up/downvoting (MW test, Z=6.10 and Z=4.07 with p<0.0001, for

mental and physical) was statistically significant while there was

no difference between voting on UGLs and up/downvoting. How-

ever, many participants describedUGLs as an easyway to precisely

express one’s thought. “Text based reactions seem like a very simple

way to still get what you want to say about the comment. · · · I love

it, a one worded comment that can still be taken as a vote.”

5.3.3 RQ3: Do UGLs allow users to be�er understand the multi-

facetedness of public evaluation of a comment? When asked to

list possible reasons behind up/downvotes, UGL participants listed

1.51 (SD:0.71) reasons for upvotes and 1.71 (SD:1.00) reasons for

downvotes. Conversely, Binary participants listed 1.30 (SD:0.58)

reasons for upvotes and 1.35 (SD:0.64) reasons for downvotes. The

differences was significant (MW test, /=-2.04 with p<0.01 for up-

votes and /=-2.34 with p<0.05 for downvotes).

UGL participants better understood the multifaceted aspects of

up/downvoting, as 48.6% and 51.3% of them mentioned reasons be-

hind upvotes and downvotes other than simple agreement or dis-

agreement with a parent comment. On the other hand, only 29.4%

and 33.9% of Binary participants came up with reasons behind up

or downvotes other than agreement or disagreement. The differ-

ences were significant (j2 test, j2=8.50 with p<0.005 for upvotes

and j2=6.77 with p<0.01 for downvotes).

UGL participants were better able to find diverse rationale for

others’ upvotes and downvotes (M:5.82, SD:1.05 for upvotes and

M:5.62, SD:1.22 for downvotes) than Binary participants (M:4.99,

SD:1.61 for upvotes and M:4.72, SD:1.67 for downvotes). The dif-

ferences were significant (MW test, /=4.08 for upvotes and /=4.08

for downvotes, bothwith p<0.0001). UGL participants liked how di-

verse reasons for up/down voting a comment are expressed through

UGLs. One UGL participants said, “It’s nice to see why another per-

son reacted to a comment. For instance, was it because the commenter

was rude or was it that they were misleading or was there just a dis-

agreement on the entire subject premise.”

5.3.4 RQ4: How do UGLs affect participants’ tolerance to the opin-

ions that do not align with theirs? In both pre- and post-surveys,

participants expressed moderate tolerance towards peoplewith op-

posite stance on each topic. For both UGL (M: 4.54, SD: 1.44 for pre-

survey and M:4.53, SD: 1.48 for post-survey) and Binary (M: 4.76,

SD: 1.30 for pre-survey and M:4.74, SD: 1.45 for post-survey) condi-

tions, participants’ level of tolerance did not significantly change

after the main activity. Likewise, participants in both conditions

showed moderate tolerance towards others’ reactions that do not

align with theirs in both pre-and post-survey. For both UGL (M:

4.70, SD: 1.22 and M:4.64, SD: 1.21 for pre- and post-survey) and

Binary (M: 4.84, SD: 1.15 and M:4.77, SD: 1.22 for pre- and post-

survey) conditions, there was no significant difference between

participants’ tolerance level before and after the main activity.

Although there was no significant change in the tolerance to-

wards people with opposite stances on the topic, UGL participants

left more positive reactions to comments with opposite stances

from theirs. Among three initial comments with opposite stances

from the participant, UGL participants left positive reactions to

1.23 (SD: 1.55) comments on average. On the other hand, Binary

participants left positive reactions to 0.58 (SD: 0.87) out of three

comments that had opposite stances on the topic. The difference

was statistically significant (MW test, /=2.74 with p<0.05). One

participant in UGL condition also noted that “I like that there is

reasoning behind the upvoting and downvoting process rather than

just a simple ‘I like it or I don’t’. There are things that you can dis-

agree with but are very well written and logical, and it’s great to be

able to convey that. · · · ”
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6 DISCUSSION

Our evaluation showed that UGLs help users better express their

thoughts and understand the multifacetedness of people’s reaction

to a comment. In this section, we revisit our findings and refine

the design implications of our current study on 1) the information

rich-reach trade-off of reactions in the comment section and 2) the

effect of capturing diverse reactions through UGLs on tolerance

towards the outgroup.

6.1 Information Rich-Reach Trade-off.

While generating new UGLs requires more mental and physical ef-

fort, UGLs mitigate the information-rich-reach trade-off in a com-

ment section. UGLs are information-rich, reflecting nuanced dif-

ferences across people’s viewpoints about a comment. Replacing

up/downvotes with UGLs did not reduce the overall level of clicks.

In fact, the number of votes with UGLs eventually surpassed the

number of up/downvotes across all four topic conditions.

Our findings imply that facilitating open evaluation is key to ac-

tive participation in the UGL condition. UGLs enabled participants

withmoderate ormixed opinions to express their opinions without

projecting them onto up/downvotes. Moreover, participants leav-

ing reactions to comments felt that they were able to contribute

more through UGLs. This aligns with previous studies that report

how the perceived uniqueness of individual contributions may in-

crease user participation [4, 15, 22].

As we observed in the study, however, the success of UGLs de-

pends on how early users engage with the system. The benefits

of having UGLs become pronounced when there exists a certain

number of UGLs that users can engage with. This observation is

in line with previous work on how initial contributions (e.g., first

comment [47] or first review [7]) govern the success of an online

community. Systemic support that can reduce early users’ burden

of generating UGLs, e.g., suggesting a list of potential UGLs that

users can refer to, can be introduced to accelerate the generation

of UGLs.

6.2 The Effect of Showing Diverse Reactions
through UGLs.

We found that presenting the rich context of user reactions to com-

ments affects how readers understand and evaluate each comment.

In response to the open-ended question about their experience

with UGLs, participants noted that UGLs helped them evaluate a

comment more thoroughly. For example, one user mentioned that

she re-considered a comment that she had originally thought was

good because she found a UGL pointing its inaccuracy. We found

that this mechanism had a positive effect in encouraging more de-

liberate participation across users.

The effect of diversity on reducing affective polarization has

gained scholarly attention [1, 3, 17, 23, 30, 37, 42]. While aggre-

gated UGLs improved participants’ understanding of others’ mul-

tifaceted evaluation of a comment, our findings show that simply

increasing exposure to diversity does not increase the tolerance

towards the outgroup. Participants in our study noted that seeing

other’s UGL that aligns with their opinion increased their confi-

dence. It could be that, others’ endorsement of labels they agree

with 1) reinforced their attitudes and beliefs and 2) offset the posi-

tive effect of exposure to diverse opinions from the other side. Re-

cent research reports similar findings from exploring the effect of

seeing diverse opinions on social issues [17]. Nevertheless, partic-

ipants’ qualitative responses suggest that UGLs could still provide

a starting point for a more productive conversation in the future.

One participant pointed out that UGLs helped them understand

how others’ evaluations of a comment are different from their own.

This implies that UGLs can mitigate misunderstanding and misin-

terpretation over aggregated up/downvotes.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK

Our current study has several limitations, which leave room for fu-

ture work. In our study, we only look at interactions between read-

ers and reactors. The complete mechanism of the comment section

involves commenters, readers, and reactors, though one user can

take multiple roles. Future studies could further explore whether

UGLs have positive effects on subsequent comment writing behav-

iors of reactors and parent commenters. Increased richness in feed-

back from users could motivate commenters to be more deliberate

and leave higher quality comments, which can lead to higher qual-

ity replies [46].

Furthermore, future work should conduct a longitudinal deploy-

ment study to re-examine the effect of UGLs. Our study design and

setting (having crowd workers as participants or assigning a topic

they discuss) limit the generalizability of our study findings. Also,

there could have been a novelty effect of UGLs, likely leading to

more active usage. A longer-term observation of how UGLs would

work in real-world settings could help us validate our results.

Last but not least, we could explore the application of evalua-

tive UGLs in a different setting other than commenting context on

serious or controversial current events. For example, one could in-

vestigate how UGLs could improve user experience on community

platforms focused on asking and answering questions.

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we identified limitations of up/downvotes and pro-

posed user-generated labels (UGLs) as an alternative reaction de-

sign that captures diverse and precise reactions to a comment. UGLs

leverage social-psychological incentives and enables the produc-

tion of a more nuanced, rich picture of a comment’s value to other

users. Our evaluation results demonstrated that users were more

expressive and left more reactions to comments with UGLs than

with up/downvotes. We also show that UGLs help users interpret

others’ reactions and understand the multifacetedness of people’s

reactions to comments. We anticipate that our design of UGL and

study findings can guide and inspire the future design of reactions

to better capture and deliver users’ thoughts on comments.
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A NUMBER OF GENERATED COMMENTS,
REPLIES, UGLS, AND VOTES

Table 2: Number of participants, comments, replies, UGLs,

and votes generated by topic and condition.

Topic Condition # participants # comments # replies # UGLs # unique

UGLs

# votes

Capital

punishment

Binary 28 16 65 - - 247

UGL 29 17 58 85 49 369

Affirmative

action

Binary 24 13 53 - - 241

UGL 25 10 40 69 50 299

Animal

testing

Binary 26 16 47 - - 249

UGL 28 15 82 142 92 488

Consumer

data

Binary 31 9 59 - - 290

UGL 27 14 85 98 72 474

Total
Binary 109 54 224 - - 1027

UGL 109 56 265 394 234 1630

B DISCUSSION INTERFACE WITH UGLS

(a) Affirmative action

(b) Animal testing

Figure 5: Screenshots of the interface with UGLs generated

in the discussion on (a) affirmative action and (b) animal test-

ing topics.
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